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GlobAlIzAtIon AnD DeveloPMent oF 
eDuCAtIon In Post-soCIAlIst CountrIes

Globalization is a process which affects all areas of social life, including education. The impact of 
globalization is widely discussed and there are different opinions whether globalization leads to diver-
gence or convergence of educational systems. The key research question: are we getting closer to each 
other or are we choosing different trajectories of educational development? The object of our study is 
the process of educational development in post-socialist countries. The aim of the study is to reveal the 
impact of globalization on educational change in the region. The method used in the study is second-
ary analysis of statistical and research data. Our hypothesis is based on the assumption that the process 
of globalization determined the application of similar reform trends in educational sectors of the nation 
states. However, different level of educational development and specific historical, social and cultural 
contexts lead to a growing differentiation of the educational models of the countries in the region. In 
other words, application of similar approaches led to different outcomes in the domain of education. The 
data analysis showed that the differences within the post-socialist world are growing and the countries, 
instead of forming a single group, are moving towards different pre-established educational models. 
Анaлиз дaнных покaзaл, что рaзли чия в пост со циaлис ти чес ком ми ре рaстут, 
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Жaһaндaну жә не пост со циaлис тік ел дер де гі бі лім бе ру дің дa муы

Жaһaндaну – бұл қоғaмдық өмір дің бaрлық сaлaсын, со ның ішін де бі лім бе ру ді де қaмти тын 
үде ріс. Жaһaндaну дың әсе рі ке ңі нен тaлқылaнaды жә не оның бі лім бе ру жүйесі нің ыдырaуы мен 
кон вер ген циялaнуынa әке ле ті ні турaлы әр түр лі пі кір лер бaр. Зерт теу дің тү йін ді мә се ле сі: Сіз бір-
бі рі ңіз ге жaқындaп ке ле сіз бе, әл де бі лім бе ру ді дaмы ту дың әр түр лі трaек то риялaрын тaңдaйсыз 
бa? Пост со циaлис тік ел дер дің дaмуы зерт теу нысaны бо лып тaбылaды. Зерт теу дің мaқсaты – 
жaһaндaну дың бі лім бе ру ге әсе рін aнықтaу. Зерт теу әдіс те рі – бұл стaтис тикaлық жә не зерт теу 
мә лі мет те рі нің екін ші тaлдaмaсы. Біз дің болжaмы мыз жaһaндaну – ұлт тық мем ле кет тер де гі бі-
лім бе ру ре формaлaры ның ұқсaс тен ден циялaрын қолдaнуын  aнықтaйды де ген жорaмaлғa не-
гіз дел ген. Дей тұрғaнмен, бі лім бе ру ді дaмы ту дың әр түр лі дең гейле рі мен нaқты тaри хи, әлеу-
мет тік жә не мә де ни кон текс тер бі лім бе ру мо дель де рі нің ди вер си фикaциясы ның өс уіне әке ліп 
отыр. Бaсқaшa aйт қaндa, ұқсaс тұр ғылaрды қолдaну бі лім бе ру сaлaсындa әр түр лі нә ти же лер ді 
туын дaтты. Мә лі мет тер ді тaлдaу пост со циaлис тік әлем нің aрaсындa өз ге ше лік тер дің өсіп ке ле 
жaтқaнын жә не ел дер дің бі ре гей бір топ құ ру дың ор нынa aлдын aлa бе кі тіл ген бі лім бе ру мо-
дель де рі не жыл жып бaрa жaтқaнды ғын көр сет ті. Олaрдың кей бі реуі ЕО бі лім бе ру сaлaсындaғы 
сaясaты ның жaлпы тен ден циясынa, aнг ло-сaксон дық, кон ти нентaлдық не ме се  нaқты бір дең-
гейде скaндинaвия лық мо дель дерге, сол сияқ ты кей бір бaсқaлaрдың өз де рі нің дaму жолдaрын 
із дес ті ріп жaтқaнды ғын бaйқaтaды. Со ны мен қaтaр, идеоло гиялық жә не сaяси тұр ғыдa бө лін ген 
жә не соғaн бaйлaныс ты олaрдың бі лім бе ру сaлaсындaғы сaясaты дәйек сіз, тиянaқсыз болaтын 
ел дер дің то бы дa бaр. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: жaһaндaну, бі лім бе ру жүйесі, пост со циaлис тік ел дер.
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Глобaлизaция и рaзви тие обрaзовa ния в пост со циaлис ти чес ких стрaнaх

Глобaлизaция – это про цесс, ко то рый зaтрaгивaет все сфе ры об ще ст вен ной жиз ни, вк лючaя 
обрaзовa ние. Влия ние глобaлизaции ши ро ко об суждaет ся. Су ще ст вуют рaзные мне ния о том, 
что глобaлизaция ве дет к рaсхож де нию или кон вер ген ции обрaзовaте льных сис тем. Клю че вой 
воп рос исс ле довa ния: вы приб лижaетесь друг к дру гу или вы бирaете рaзные трaек то рии рaзви-
тия обрaзовa ния? Объек том исс ле довa ния яв ляет ся рaзви тие пост со циaлис ти чес ких стрaн. Цель 
исс ле довa ния - оп ре де лить влия ние глобaлизaции нa обрaзовa ние. Ме то ды исс ле довa ния - это 
вто рич ный aнaлиз стaтис ти чес ких и исс ле довaтельс ких дaнных. Нaшa ги по тезa ос новaнa нa 
пред по ло же нии, что про цесс глобaлизaции оп ре де ляет при ме не ние схо жих тен ден ций ре форм 
обрaзовa ния в нaционaль ных го судaрс твaх. Однaко рaзлич ные уров ни рaзви тия обрaзовa ния и 
конк рет ные ис то ри чес кие, со циaльные и куль турные кон текс ты при ве ли к рaсту щей ди вер си-
фикaции обрaзовaте льных мо де лей. Дру ги ми словaми, при ме не ние схо жих под хо дов при ве ло к 
рaзным ре зуль тaтaм в облaсти обрaзовa ния. Анaлиз дaнных покaзaл, что рaзли чия меж ду пост со-
циaлис ти чес ким ми ром рaстут, и стрaны вмес то то го, что бы фор ми ровaть еди ную груп пу, дви-
жут ся к рaзлич ным зaрaнее устaнов лен ным обрaзовaте льным мо де лям. Не ко то рые из них сле-
дуют об щей тен ден ции по ли ти ки ЕС в облaсти обрaзовa ния, приб лижaют ся к aнг лосaксонс ким, 
кон ти нентaль ным или, в оп ре де лен ной сте пе ни, скaндинaвс ким мо де лям, в то вре мя кaк не ко то-
рые дру гие по-преж не му ищут свой собст вен ный путь рaзви тия. Су ще ст вует тaкже группa стрaн, 
ко то рые идеоло ги чес ки и по ли ти чес ки рaзде ле ны, и по этой при чи не их по ли тикa в облaсти 
обрaзовa ния яв ляет ся рaзмы той и не пос ле довaте льной.

Клю че вые словa: глобaлизa ция, сис те мы обрaзовa ния, пост со циaлис ти чес кие стрaны.

introduction

Globalization initially was an economic con-
cept, which, like many other concepts which were 
formulated and developed in the world of business 
and economy, was gradually transferred to other ar-
eas of social activities, including education. The role 
of globalization for the functioning of contemporary 
social life is widely discussed among the social sci-
entists during the last several decades. Definitions 
of globalization differ, as well as the evaluation of 
its possible impact on the further development of 
the knowledge society. International Labor Orga-
nization defines globalization as a progressive inte-
gration of economies and societies. In other words, 
globalization is a formation of global market and 
culture. Some authors consider globalization as a 
predominant force guiding the development of con-
temporary world. Others think that the influence of 
globalization is overemphasized and point out the 
tendency of mythologizing the global processes 
(Rees, 2002). Global competition doesn’t decrease 
the importance of local markets, and the internation-
al migration is more peculiar to a relatively small 
number of highly qualified workforce. Majority of 
less qualified workers continue to live and work in 
their nation states, therefore the impact of globaliza-
tion on the labor market is limited. There are also 
differing opinions whether globalization leads to the 
convergence of the nation states or, on the contrary, 

competition in a free market of production and labor 
leads to the differentiation of national wealth of the 
countries. In particular, the theory of dependency 
suggests that the world is a single capitalist econom-
ic system in which different countries perform dif-
ferent roles and functions. “Core”, or “developed” 
countries produce industrialized high-value added 
products and sell it to “periphery” or “developing” 
countries that provide low-value raw material to core 
countries. Therefore, not all countries have the same 
opportunities to reach the same economic develop-
ment (Waitzberg, 2007). Economic competition as-
sumes that there always are “winners” and “losers” 
among the nation states as well as among the dif-
ferent social groups within the countries. There is 
also an increasing “brain drain” from less developed 
countries to more developed ones. Critically-mind-
ed social scientists, e. g. Wayne Ross and Gibson 
(2007) claim that globalization, which is closely re-
lated with the ideology of neoliberalism, increases 
exploitation and social inequality.

The continuing discussion has direct implica-
tions for educational development. On one hand, 
one can see similar patterns of educational chang-
es throughout the world, while, on the other hand, 
there are still significant differences concerning the 
quality and outcomes of education, structure, gov-
ernance, etc. The key question is still open: are we 
getting closer to each other or are we choosing dif-
ferent trajectories of educational development? One 
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of the possible objects of study in pursuing answers 
to the research question is the development of post-
socialist world. The area of post-socialist countries 
occupies vast territories of Europe and Asia and cur-
rently includes about 30 independent countries. In 
our study we don’t include countries like the People 
Republic of China, Vietnam Socialist Republic or 
Laos Socialist Democratic Republic, which at least 
formally continue to claim socialism as their offi-
cial ideology. Post-socialist countries can be con-
sidered as an interesting case from a comparative 
perspective, as before the dramatic changes, which 
took place during the years of 1989-1991, they had 
very similar or even identical systems of education. 
Though a more detailed analysis may reveal cer-
tain differences between some of the countries, e. g. 
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Soviet 
Union, as well as among the 15 Soviet republics, in 
general the level of social and economic develop-
ment was also rather similar. Almost three decades 
have passed and now we can make assumptions 
whether due to the process of globalization and, 
probably, as a result of some other factors, these 
countries were following the same route of edu-
cational development. Researchers working in the 
field of comparative education think that develop-
ment of education in post-socialist countries could 
be an ideal testing ground for validating the contem-
porary social theories. “Post-socialism provides a 
unique space to critically interrogate the nature of 
divergence and difference in the study of globaliza-
tion in comparative education” (Silova, 2010:4).

the object of our study is the process of educa-
tional development in post-socialist countries. the 
aim of the study is to reveal the impact of global-
ization on educational change in the region. 

the method used in the study is secondary 
analysis of statistical and research data. Our hypoth-
esis is based on the assumption that the process of 
globalization determined the application of similar 
reform trends in educational sectors of the nation 
states. However, specific historical, social and cul-
tural contexts as well as uneven levels of success 
in a global competition of economies led to a grow-
ing differentiation of the educational models of the 
countries in the region. In other words, application 
of similar approaches led to different outcomes in 
the domain of education.

development of post-socialist education
After the collapse of the socialist system the 

further development of the region to many social 
scientists seemed a rather simple and linear. The 
“underdeveloped” former socialist states had to 
implement reforms in order to catch up with the 

more “advanced” Western world. Researchers 
based their belief on the assumption that “there is 
one Western educational model that needs to be 
replicated in the post-socialist countries and that 
there is only one way of implementing this model” 
(Bain, 2010). Western authors mainly described the 
area as a single region, barely paying attention to 
the existing historical and cultural differences be-
tween the countries. The starting positions for the 
implementation of reforms were more or less the 
same and the recipes applied were almost univer-
sal. Consultants and donors came also practically 
from the same global or regional organizations – 
the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, OECD, 
European Commission, etc. Countries of the region 
received similar “post-socialist” reform packages 
supplemented with only few country-specific mod-
ifications. The rhetoric of educational transforma-
tion processes has been remarkably similar across 
the region, signaling a move from socialist educa-
tion policies to more Western-oriented ones (Silo-
va, 2009). The term “countries in transition” was 
applied to post-socialist region having in mind the 
transition from “failed” socialist system to a “su-
perior” model of Western capitalism (Rado, 2001). 
The term “transition” implies the temporary nature 
of reforms, which should last until the process of 
changing one model into another is completed. The 
final result after the implementation of all expert 
recommendations was expected to be more or less 
the same. However, after the three decades of re-
forms the process of transition is far from over. On 
the contrary, some countries of the region, e. g., 
Russia and some of its allies, seem to become dis-
appointed with the results of the transformations 
and tend to move away from the trajectory of de-
velopment suggested by the leading countries of 
the Western world. Why do we observe such turn 
of events in the post-socialist transition process? 
One of our assumptions is that the collapse of the 
previous social and economic model led to a se-
ries of crises (Želvys, 2018). The consequences of 
these multiple crises are felt even nowadays and 
countries tried to find solutions to various mani-
festations of crises in their own specific way, de-
termined by the previous historical, cultural and 
religious heritage, mentality of the people, ways of 
understanding and interpreting the current global 
tendencies, etc. Ways of trying to overcome the 
economic hardships were also different and there-
fore led to different results. The debates are still 
continuing whether the fast but painful “shock 
therapy” or the way of slow and gradual econom-
ic transformations was the better option. Judging 
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from the current perspective, swift and radical tran-
formations, or „shock therapy“, chosen by most of 
the Central European countries, seem to have been 
the better option and led to a more successfull tran-
sition from planned to market economy. Some au-
thors note, that in order to secure smooth economi-
cal transformations a kind of „Marshall plan“ was 
needed for the post-socialist economies – a pur-
posefully targeted massive foreign aid conditioned 
upon cooperation among the recipient countries 
that could have encouraged productive investment 
and regional integration (Ivanova, 2007). Howev-
er, Western countries were not ready for such enor-
mous investments. Their limited input resulted in 
funding several aid programs like Tempus, Tacis or 
Phare, and providing consultancy and expertise in 
the field of market economy. In fact, nations of the 
region were left alone to cope with the economic 
difficulties. As a result vast differences emerged 
among the former Soviet republics, which during 
the socialist times constituted a single country – 
Lithuania with 32 093 international $ (GDP per 
capita, PPP) and Tajikistan with 3 180 international 
$ (GDP per capita, PPP) (The World Bank, 2017). 
The difference according to this economic indica-
tor is more than 10 times (Table 1).

Our assumption is that economic difficulties 
experienced by post-socialist countries had a 
negative influence on the state of their education. 
Educational economists, e. g. Carnoy (1999), 
have indicated the existing relationship between 
the economic wealth and educational quality. 
The lower the level of the economic development 
of the country, the stronger the link between 
economy and education. In particular, the annual 
OECD study “Education at a Glance“ reveals the 
existence of such a tendency. The study indicates 
the relationship between cumulative expenditure 
per student and the Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) reading scores across 
the countries investing less than USD 50 000 
per student. Above USD 50 000 per student, the 
relationship between performance and cumulative 
expenditure per student disappears (OECD, 2017). 
Most of post-socialist countries fall into the less 
than 50 000 USD category.

Apparently different level of economic 
development after the collapse of the socialist system 
resulted in differences of student achievement. 
Unfortunately, there are few comparative studies 
which enable us to compare educational outcomes 
of secondary education in post-socialist countries. 
One of them is the above mentioned PISA study. 

table 1 – GDP per capita, PPP (purchasing power parity) 
ranking (The World Bank, 2017)

Rank country international $

1. Czech Republic 36,916

2. Slovenia 34,802

3. Slovakia 32,111

4. Lithuania 32,093

5. estonia 31,638

6. Poland 29,291

7. Hungary 28,375

8. Latvia 27,598

9. Kazakhstan 26,410

10. romania 25,841

11. russia 25,533

12. Croatia 25,264

13. Bulgaria 20,329

14. Belarus 18,848

15. Montenegro 18,765

16. Turkmenistan 17,993

17. Azerbaijan 17,398

18. Macedonia 15,231

19. Serbia 15,090

20. Mongolia 13,000

21. Bosnia and Hercegovina 12,876

22. Albania 12,021

23. Kosovo 10,754

24. Georgia 10,699

25. Armenia 9,648

26. Ukraine 8,667

27. Uzbekistan 6,865

28. Moldova 5,698

29. Kyrgyzstan 3,726

30. Tajikistan 3,180

Though not all post-socialist countries 
participate in the study, we can still compare most 
of the countries and relate the results with the 
level of economic development. The average score 
estimated in the PISA study is 500 (Table 2).
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table 2 – Post-socialist countries. 15-year student achievement scores in PISA 2015 study (OECD, 2016).

Rank Country Math 
score Country Reading 

score Country Science 
score

1. estonia 520 estonia 519 estonia 534

2. Slovenia 510 Poland 506 Slovenia 513

3. Poland 504 Slovenia 505 Poland 501

4. russia 494 russia 495 Czech Rep. 493

5. Czech Rep. 492 Latvia 488 Latvia 492

6. Latvia 482 Czech Rep. 487 russia 487

7. Lithuania 478 Croatia 487 Hungary 477

8. Hungary 477 Lithuania 472 Lithuania 475

9. Slovakia 475 Hungary 470 Croatia 475

10. Croatia 464 Slovakia 453 Slovakia 461

11. romania 444 romania 434 Bulgaria 446

12. Bulgaria 441 Bulgaria 432 romania 435

13. Moldova 420 Montenegro 427 Moldova 428

14. Montenegro 418 Moldova 416 Albania 427

15. Albania 413 Albania 405 Montenegro 411

16. Georgia 404 Georgia 401 Georgia 411

17. Macedonia 371 Macedonia 352 Macedonia 384

18. Kosovo 362 Kosovo 347 Kosovo 378

Only three of the countries managed to show 
the results above the OECD average. The leader of 
post-socialist group of countries – Estonia - even 

managed to get into the “Top 10” club, traditionally 
dominated by the Nordic nations and Southeastern 
Asia region (Table 3) 

table 3 – Top 10 countries. 15-year student achievement scores in PISA 2015 study (OECD, 2016). Note: B-S-J-G China refers to 
the four PISA-participating China provinces: Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu and Guangdong.

Rank Country Math score Country Reading score Country Science score

1. Singapoure 564 Singapoure 535 Singapoure 556

2. Hong Kong 548 Hong Kong 527 Japan 538

3. Macao 544 Canada 527 estonia 534

4. Taipei 542 Finland 526 Taipei 532

5. Japan 532 Ireland 521 Finland 531

6. B-S-J-G (China) 531 estonia 519 Macao 529

7. Korea 524 Korea 517 Canada 528

8. Switzerland 521 Japan 516 viet Nam 525

9. estonia 520 Norway 513 Hong Kong 523

10. Canada 516 Macao 509 B-S-J-G China 518
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The three leading post-socialist countries – 
Estonia, Slovenia and Poland – are also among the 
leaders judging by the economic indicators (GDP 
per capita PPP). The three least successful ones – 
Georgia, Macedonia and Kosovo – have significantly 
lower economic achievements. The differences in 
levels of student achievement are evident.

Results and discussion
It’s interesting to note that most of the countries 

were implementing similar educational reforms in 
accordance with the “recipes” provided by Western 
experts. Differentiation of curriculum in secondary 
schools, consolidation of the school network, 
introduction of national testing and/or maturity 
examination, external assessment and accreditation 
of educational institutions, three-levels of studies 
(Bachelor, Masters, PhD) in higher education, league 
tables and rankings, participation in international 
student achievement studies, expansion of the non-
governmental and private sector can be named as 
some of the most evident examples. Principles of 
new public management: greater autonomy and 
accountability, result-oriented monitoring and 
evaluation, performance-related pay, competition 
and marketing of educational services were also 
introduced in post-socialist countries without much 
critical evaluation. They believed that this is the 
“right” way the capitalist society should operate. 
Institutions of higher education were encouraged to 
get involved into provision of paid services and other 
commercial activities. However, all these initiatives 
were interpreted and modified in accordance with 
social, historical and cultural traditions of each 
country. A variety of interpretations resulted in 
differences of final outcomes. The socialist period 
appeared to be too short in order make these countries 
similar, and the apparent uniformity, which often 
misled Western consultants, was rather superficial. 
It seems that the previous ages of belonging to three 
major empires – Austro-Hungarian, Russian and 
Ottoman – made a greater impact than the much 
shorter socialist period in the 20th century. On the 
other hand, as we have already stated above, after all 
these years of transformations the transition period 
is not over and “post-socialism is not dead” (Silova, 
2010:4). Nostalgia for the socialist past directs some 
of the former soviet bloc countries to look for other 
ways of development rather to continue following 
the route prescribed in the early 1990s. A number of 
countries tried, though unsuccessfully, to secure the 
old system and to introduce the new one at the same 
time. Such parallel models were created both in 
general secondary and higher education, leaving the 

question of compatibility unsolved. E. g., what is the 
relationship between the old system of candidates 
and doctors and the new PhDs, when they coexist 
simultaneously?

Currently we can classify post-socialist states 
into at least three distinct groups:

* the new EU member states;
* states which foresee the possible future EU 

membership, but are ideologically and politically 
divided (Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia, etc.);

* countries which are outside the orbit of the 
EU education policy and have chosen their own 
trajectories of development (Russia, Byelorus, 
Central Asian republics).

Even among the states of the first group we 
can observe differing preferences, though their 
trajectories of development are rather similar. 
“Different societies follow different trajectories 
even when they are subjected to the same forces of 
economic development, in part because situation-
specific factors, such as cultural heritage, also shape 
how a particular society develops” (Inglehart and 
Baker, 2000: 22). While the Baltic states and Poland 
are more influenced by the Anglo-Saxon educational 
model, other Central and Eastern European countries 
tend to cling to the Continental Austro-Hungarian 
tradition. Our research showed that even the Baltic 
states, which are often perceived as a single region, 
are not choosing identical paths of educational 
transformations. In order to find differencies and 
similarities between the countries we used the 
PISA 2012 survey data for our secondary analysis 
and compared the Baltic states with three “old” 
EU member countries: UK representing the Anglo-
Saxon liberal model, Germany for the Continental 
corporatist model and Finland as an example of the 
Scandinavian model. PISA 2003, 2006 and 2009 
data were also used for a retrospective analysis of 
countries’ performance. We considered four aspects 
of the organization of the national school systems: 
human and material resources in schools, leadership 
and the level of school autonomy, assessment, school 
selectivity and ability grouping. We found that three 
Baltic states do not represent a single Central and 
Eastern European model. They chose different 
approaches in organizing their school systems; in 
particular, Estonia seems to be moving closer to 
the Finnish educational model when compared 
with the two other Baltic states (Želvys, Jakaitienė, 
Stumbrienė, 2017). Different historical, cultural and 
economical context of the former socialist countries 
continues to determine the process of divergence 
within the process of transition of formerly similar 
education systems.
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conclusions

After the collapse of the socialist system the 
previously semi-isolated block of countries in the 
region experienced to the full extent the power of 
phenomena of globalization. Under the influence of 
rapid development free market of goods and services 
countries demonstrated different levels of success in 
overcoming the economic and social difficulties of 
the initial phase of post-socialist period. We assume 
that economic wealth is an important precondition 
for the creation of quality education system, 
therefore the growing differences of economic 
potential of post-socialist countries determined 
different outcomes of student achievement. Global 
trends in educational development and universal 
reform packages recommended by Western experts 
and consultants evoked similar patterns of reforms 
throughout the region. However, different historic, 
social and economic contexts of these countries 

led to different interpretations and modifications 
of reform ideas. At the first glance reform patterns 
and emerging new structures look similar; 
however, a more thorough analysis reveals different 
approaches at the stage of policy implementation. 
A variety of interpretations resulted in differences 
of final outcomes. Differences are growing and 
the countries, instead of forming a single group, 
are moving towards different pre-established 
educational models. Some are following the general 
trend of EU education policy, getting closer to 
Anglo-Saxon, Continental, or, to a certain extent, 
Scandinavian models, while some others are still 
looking for their own way of development. There 
is also a group of countries which are ideologically 
and politically divided, and for that reason their 
education policies are diffuse and inconsistent. The 
process of transition in education is not over and 
therefore remains an extremely interested case for 
comparative education studies.
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